## ASA Methods Section mid-year Meeting

*Replication & Rigor in the Social Sciences*

Friday March 20, 2020  **University of Arizona**  Building ENR2, Room 215

### 8:30 - 9:00 Coffee, Check-in

### 9:00 - 10:15 Thematic Panel –  *Erin Leahey, Moderator*

**Cristobal Young** Functional form robustness: A multiverse approach  
**Katrin Auspurg & Josef Bruederl** Has the credibility of the social sciences been credibly destroyed? Reanalyzing the ‘Many Analysts, One Data Set’ project  
**Paul von Hippel** Is social science self correcting? The effect of replication failure on citation counts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10:30 - 11:45 Sampling &amp; Subpopulations</th>
<th>10:30 - 11:45 Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kat Albrecht</strong>, Moderator (room 215)</td>
<td><strong>Corey Abramson</strong>, Moderator (room 225)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jennie Brand</strong> Uncovering sociological effect heterogeneity with machine learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Bianca Manago** Evaluating status characteristics & expectation states theory's tasks for capturing status differences  
**Antonio Nanni** Statistical inference for segregation indices  
**Meltem Odabas** New means, new measures: Assessing prescription drug seeking indicators over ten years of the opioid epidemic  
**Trenton Mize / Brian McPhail** Using marginal effects for interpretation in item response theory & in tests of differential item functioning |
| **Bradley Montgomery** Measuring implicit gender status beliefs: An empirical assessment of response latencies |  
**Lindsey Richardson** At what cost, rigor?: Reflections on conducting field experiences among marginalized populations |

### 11:45 - 1:00 Lunch (provided)

### 1:00 - 2:15 Observation

**David Melamed**, Moderator (room 215)

| **Corey Abramson** Towards a computational ethnography: A toolkit for improving transparency, replicability, & validity for realist approaches to ethnographic analysis |  
**Pam Emanuelson** Theory & the replication Problem  
**Michael Gibson-Light** Data transparency & ethnography: A view from inside paramilitary organizations |
| **Kat Albrecht** Is school gun violence contagious? Misreading a medical metaphor |  
**Ian Lundberg** A causal approach to study interventions that close gaps across social categories  
**Andrew Owen** The value added of set-theoretic methods: The case of necessary & sufficient condition |

### 2:30 - 2:45 Open Science Initiative – Katrin Auspurg & Josef Bruederl

### 3:15 - 4:45 Keynote – Jeremy Freese, Jim Moody, Kate Stovel & Martín Sánchez-Jankowski

### 4:45 Closing remarks – Organizing Committee

### 5:00 Happy Hour @ The Dutch, 943 E University Blvd